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OVERVIEW - OCEAN VICTORY
“Over the past five years, we have been working on the development of the safest, most comfortable,
greenest and most efficient expedition cruise vessel. With the building of the Ocean Victory, I believe
we have succeeded.”
- Niels-Erik Lund, President/CEO, SunStone Ships Inc.

ALBATROS BBQ DECK

BEAGLE RESTAURANT

MIDNIGHT SUN POOL DECK
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BALCONY STATE CABIN
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BIRD’S EYE VIEWING PLATFORM
ANTARCTIC PANORAMA
SPECIALTY RESTAURANT

ALBATROS POLAR
SPA & GYM

ALBATROS
OBSERVATION
LOUNGE

ALBATROS NORDIC
LOUNGE

HYDRAULIC OBSERVATION
PLATFORM

SHACKLETON LECTURE ROOM
KNUD RASMUSSEN LIBRARY

ALBATROS OCEAN BOUTIQUE

“The Ocean Victory’s compact design brings back memories of the small scientific expedition vessels that
started our industry. It is easy to find your way around and make new international friends, while exploring
deeper and further into remote areas than any other expedition vessel.”
- Hans Lagerweij, President Albatros International.

Experience with us
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LUXURIOUS CABINS
With nine different types of modern, exclusive cabins, all
with unobstructed views, most with panoramic view of the
Antarctic landscape, exploring nature becomes a relaxing
way to disconnect from your daily life and be submerged
in an otherworldly environment of comfort, lushness and
magnificence.

•
•
•
•
•
•

Dedicated solo cabins without single supplement
Family-friendly cabins
Family Rooms with connecting door
Unobstructed panoramic view in all cabins
Modern fresh Nordic design & standards
Comfort class certified
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”The Ocean Victory is a purpose built expedition ship with its focus on the outside experience,
featuring large windows in all public areas as well as cabins. The interior designs are light and
pleasing with darker contrasting accents and specifically designed to bring adventure seekers
comfortably to its many exotic destinations.”
- Tomas Tillberg, Managing partner at Tillberg Design & Associates.

Experience with us
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THE SUITES
A VARIETY OF CABINS DESIGNED
TO COMBINE COMFORT, LUXURY
AND A RELAXING OUTDOORS
EXPERIENCE FOR OUR GUESTS,
WHETHER THEY TRAVEL SOLO
OR WITH THEIR FAMILIES.
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EXCLUSIVE SUITE SERVICES:
•

Unlimited access to specialty restaurant Deck 8

•

Minibar

•

Butler service

•

Free laundry

•

Free pressing

•

Free boot cleaning service

•

Daily Canapes served in room

•

Julius Meinl Espresso machine

•

Upgraded amenities: hair, lotion products

•

Unobstructed panoramic view in all cabins
*Only Premium Suite and category A & B

Experience with us
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SERVICE & WELLNESS ONBOARD
After an unforgettable expedition during the day, our
guests can relax in the heated swimming pool and two
jacuzzies. Or they can an enjoy being pampered in the
Polar Spa with some unique Albatros-only treatments,
like a Midnight Sun or a Fire and Ice Massage.
For the active explorer, we offer a fully equipped gym
with some of the best views in the industry, while
shoppers can enjoy the Albatros boutique. A selection
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of lectures, screenings and activities will keep your
brain interested and entertained.
Of course, the Ocean Victory offers several bars
with a large selection of drinks, including wine tasting
menus developed in partnership with French wine
producer and expert Gerard Bertrand, who is a leader
in producing biodynamic farmed wines.

Enjoy a treatment at the Polar Spa
after training in the gym with a view
of the Antarctic landscape… a feast
for your eyes and body.

Experience with us
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ALBATROS NORDIC LOUNGE
The Albatros Nordic Lounge brings warm Nordic hospitality to the Antarctic. Offering a large choice of drinks, including
wine-tasting menus from Gerard Bertrand, this is the perfect place to relax after an unforgettable day and make new
international friends… or like we say in Denmark: Hygge.

SHACKLETON LECTURE LOUNGE
What makes a good expedition? It is a combination
of its landings and the experiences onboard the
ship. At Albatros Expeditions we are honored to
have an amalgam of experts in our expedition
team, from climatologists and geologists to
renown photographers, all eager to share their
adventures and knowledge with our guests.
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ALBATROS OBSERVATION LOUNGE
Celebrate the dream polar adventure, engage
in conversation and relax while admiring the icy
landscape of the polar regions. At our Nordic
Observation Lounge we aim to create a fun and
enjoyable atmosphere with varied cocktails and
drinks, appetizers and smaller events.

KNUD RASMUSSEN LIBRARY
Honoring the great explorers, the lecture room allows for an adventure within an adventure. Here you can find sagas, narratives and
practical information on the polar regions, in various languages and subjects. From encyclopedias of the polar wildlife and fauna to
narrations of the many challenges faced by the first expeditions, this is the perfect location for entertaining your brain while we sail.

Experience with us
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A FEAST
FOR YOUR
SENSES
The carefully designed menu
has been developed in the
interest of maintaining the
well-being of guests, while
emphasizing on freshness,
diversity and delectable
choices.

DINNER ALWAYS STARTS with
delicious hot soups, cold cuts
and crisp, fresh salads. Several
choices of entrees are offered
each evening, to accommodate
different tastes and dietary
requirements; always including
a meat choice, fish choice and
vegetarian choice.
AFTER DINNER, FRESHLY
PREPARED DESSERTS, including
ship-made ice cream or cakes…
A great way to end a meal and
satisfy any sweet tooth!

On board Ocean VICTORY, you will
fi nd kitchen professionals and chefs
who take great pride in bringing
gastronomic experiences to keep
your tastebuds satisfied.
When the first explorers began their
Antarctic undertakings, they had
little choice and even less variety in
their nourishment options.
Dining at the bottom of the world
was not a delicacy, but a duty
necessary for survival. Luckily for
us, today is another story.
Meals are served in the bright and
spacious Beagle Restaurant, where
spectacular views provide the
perfect atmosphere for the daily
culinary selection.
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“Ocean Victory boasts exciting new gastronomic delights, a top deck panorama
“lava rock” restaurant, where our guests enjoy a delicious, healthy, nutritious
and sensational tasting experience cooked directly at their table, as well as degustation wine-tasting menus featuring Gerard Bertrand wines”.
- Dietmar Wertanzl, President & CEO, CMI Leisure
Experience with us
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ANTARCTIC PANORAMA
SPECIALTY RESTAURANT
OUR SPECIALTY RESTAURANT ON DECK 8 OFFERS
UNFORGETTABLE VIEWS WHILE ENJOYING A UNIQUE WAY
OF FOOD PREPARATION: LAVA STONE COOKING.
The method of cooking on stones
can be traced back to the Ancient
Egyptians and our Nordic ancestors, the Vikings!
Lava stone cooking offers a unique
interactive dining experience,
where meat and fish dishes are
served cooking at your own table
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on super-heated natural volcanic
stones. The high temperature
sears the food faster and locks in
the natural juices and nutrients,
enhancing the full flavors and tenderness of all foods.
The cooking method uses no added fats or oils and sears the food

without burning. It ensures a clean,
and completely natural food flavor,
not achievable with any conventional cooking methods.
The result is a freshly grilled,
healthy and nutritious meal with
a sensational taste.

BIRD’S EYE VIEW DECK
OUR SPECIALTY RESTAURANT ON DECK 8 OFFERS
UNFORGETTABLE VIEWS, WHILE ENJOYING A UNIQUE WAY
OF FOOD PREPARATION: LAVA STONE COOKING.

“Observation decks are an important component for an optimal expedition experience. The Ocean
Victory offers plenty of observation space, mostly completely unobstructed, for the best views of
Antarctica. Our gems are the hydraulic observation platforms in the front, and the deck nine “Bird’s
Eye View”; unique features that will make the Ocean Victory standout versus any other expedition
vessel”.						- Gorm Pedersen, Managing Director, Albatros Expeditions.

Experience with us
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“The Ocean Victory, the next infinity class vessel delivered from a series of newbuilds,
offers a one-of-a-kind and complete immersive experience. Technologically advanced,
with a unique design and beautiful European interiors, this vessel remains true to what
Expedition Cruising should be all about.”
- Jim Barreiro de León, President & CEO, Cruise Management International, Inc.

Zodiac & Hydraulic
observation platforms
The Ocean Victory offers an unbeatable expedition experience, due to its rapid zodiac loading
arrangement and its fantastic observation areas, including unique hydraulic platforms:
Plenty of observation deck space, including the exclusive deck 9 “bird’s eye viewing platform”, and
the unique front location hydraulic observation platforms. These give our guests a better, closer
and fully unobstructed views of icebergs, birds and whales, bringing
them closer to the majesty of Antarctic nature.
The combination of zero-speed stabilizers, dynamic positioning (“virtual anchoring”) and fi ve
zodiac loading platforms, means that our guests can be in their zodiacs faster than any other
ship of a comparable size. This implies we not only spend more time off the ship exploring, but
also can react faster when unexpected wildlife encounters happen.
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CABIN INTERIOR OVERVIEW
PS

Premium Suite

A

Junior Suite

B1

Balcony Suite

B2

Balcony Suite

C

Balcony State Cabin

D

Albatros State Cabin

E

French Balcony Cabin

F

Triple Cabin

G

Single Cabin
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CABIN DESCRIPTIONS
PREMIUM SUITE 45 m² | 485 ft² – CATEGORY PS
The largest of all the cabins on board the Ocean Victory is the Premium Suite. This 2-bedroom suite features a
double bed (or twin beds), a sofa bed, table and chair, a private observation deck and spacious bathroom. Located
on deck. 4. This category is available upon request. Please refer to Albatros Expeditions for price.

JUNIOR SUITE 42 m² | 452 ft² – CATEGORY A
The 4 junior suites aboard Ocean Victory have a great view from their location high up on the ship on deck 7.
The suites feature a double bed or twin beds, sofa bed, seating area, a spacious bathroom and private observation
deck. The cabin can accommodate up to 3 people. Located on the Amundsen deck 7.

BALCONY SUITE 35 m² | 377 ft² – CATEGORY B1 AND BALCONY SUITE 28 m² | 302 ft² – CATEGORY B2
OcOcean Victory has six Balcony Suites on board located on the Bering & James Cook deck respectively, located
on deck 4 & 6. The suites feature double or twin beds and a seating area, bathroom and an extra-large private
observation deck. The balcony suites can host 2 people.

BALCONY STATE CABIN 24 m² | 259 ft² – CATEGORY C
The most abundant type of cabin on Ocean Victory, the Balcony State Cabins are located in decks 4 & 6. They have
a private observation deck, a double bed or two single beds, a bathroom and a sofa that can be used as a bed for
a child if traveling as a family. If you desire to book two cabins with connecting doors, this is also a possibility under
this category.

ALBATROS STATE CABIN (PORTHOLE) 22 m² | 237 ft² – CATEGORY D
The standard cabin on Ocean Victory is close to the Mudroom and has quick access to the zodiac platforms for
disembarkation during landings. This is very convenient if you have more limited mobility and would like a short
distance to the zodiacs. The cabins are perfect for those who wish a comfortable base during their stay onboard
Ocean Victory. The standard cabins all have 2 single beds and a bathroom. One of the cabins is located on deck
4, and the rest of them are located on deck 3.

FRENCH BALCONY CABIN (PORTHOLE) 16 m² | 173 ft² – CATEGORY E
The French Balcony Suite is a standard cabin with a french balcony, a double bed, floor-to-ceiling windows and a
bathroom. All French Balcony Suites are located on Deck 7.

TRIPLE CABIN (PORTHOLE) 22 m² | 237 ft² – CATEGORY F
There are six Triple cabins onboard Ocean Victory featuring portholes, all with private en-suites. Located on Deck
3, they’re close to the mudroom and loading platforms.

SINGLE CABIN (PORTHOLE) 18 m² | 194 ft² – CATEGORY G
Standard single cabin onboard, located on deck 3. This is a conveniently located cabin close to the Mudroom which
facilitates access to the zodiacs during embarkation and disembarkation to begin your adventures on the zodiacs.

Experience with us
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